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Abｓtｒａｃt：　ぺ^hat determines ａ worker's skilllevel? l build a model that emphasizes

strategic interactions between workers and firms.　Suppose a worker invests in skills

corresponding to ａ specific technology, denoted Z. In a situation where wage determi-

nation occurs through bilateral bargaining, the worker is unable to extract her entire

marginal product. Rather the worker's bargaining power and, hence, her compensation

depend on the number of firms with technology たAn increase in the number of poten-

tial employers raises the fraction of the marginal product captured by the worker and

encourages skill development. In my model, the technology adoption decisions of firms

and the skillacquisition decisions of workers are jointly determined. The model shows

that in equilibrium, all firms adopt the same technology.　Howeverけhis equilibrium

allocation is generally inefficient.
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　１．　INTRODUCTION

　In the Wealth of Nations, Adam Smith's well-known parable of the pin factory com-

pelling demonstrates the enormous gain in productivity when labor is specialized. After

decades of inexplicable neglect, ａ sizable literature has in recent years re-addressed the

various issues related t０labor specialization. ｌ mention here ａ few of the important

papers.

　Within a partial equilibrium framework, Rosen (1978) shows how the requirements

of technology and the distribution of worker skills interact to determine labor special-

ization. Barzel and Yu (1984) study an economy with ex ante identical workers; they

establish the advantages of labor specialization and trade when there are indivisibilities

in the acquisition of skills. Exploring an environment in which workers select the range

　Acknowledgments.　This paper, which is based on ａchapter of my dissertationat the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology, has benefited from the guidance of Daron Acemoglu and Peter Diamond. An anonymous

referee suggested numerous changes that vastlyimproved the paper's structureand quality.０ｆcourse, the

usual disclaimer applies.
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of skills to acquire, Grossman and Shapiro (1982) highlight the perils of specializa-

tion: specifically, when there are skill-specific shocks to labor demand, the risk-averse

specialist is exposed to fluctuations in her income. Finally, ａ few authors (see, ｅ･g･，

Kim (1989), Yang and Borland (1991), and Borland and Yang (1992)) have constructed

tractable general equilibrium models formalizing the intuition that the extent of labor

specialization is increasing in the size of the market.

　The twin issues of skill acquisition and labor specialization are at the heart of this

paper. However, in contrast to the aforementioned literature, l highlight strategic in-

teractions between workers, the acquirers of skills, and firms, the demanders of skills･

The basic idea consists of the following three parts. (1)へiVhen ａ worker, attached to ａ

particular firm, engages in job-related training, the hitherto unskilled worker becomes

more productive in her current firm. However, the transferability of the acquired skill

is restricted to firms with similar skill demands (and, hence, similar technologies). (2)

へiVhen wage determination occurs through bargaining, it is in general impossible for ａ

worker to extract her entire marginal product. In other words, ａ worker's investment

in job-related training is subject to ｈｏｌｄ-叩 ―that is, ａ worker bears the entire cost of

training but receives, in return, only a fraction of the subsequent increase in output. The

hold-up problem gives rise to ａ familiar result: the level of job-related training is lower

than the social optimum. (3)Ａ worker's bargaining strength is determined in part by the

number of firms demanding her skills. An increase in the number of potential employ-

ers raises a worker's leverage and allows her to capture, through wage negotiations, ａ

larger fraction of her marginal product. The consequent increase in the worker's private

rate of return to skill acquisition encourages, in turn, skill formation.

　The above discussion suggests that the skill acquisition decisions of workers and

the technology adoption decisions of firms are interconnected. This interconnection is

explored formally in ａ model that is outlined below.

　ｌ consider ａ situation with agents of two sorts: workers and entrepreneurs. Ex ante

identical workers constitute ａcontinuum of mass £while ex ante identical entrepreneurs

are countably infinite in number. For simplicity, there is only one produced good and

its price is normalized to one. There are of course various ways of producing this good

and, directly following Arthur (1994, pp. 15), I identify these ways with tｅｃｈｎｏｌｏｇｉｅｓ.

Let 7' ≡{1,2,..・, Ir I} index the set of exogenously available technologies.

　The goal of this paper is to build a simple model that endogenizes both the adoption of

technologies and workers' subsequent investment in ski11S.1'2 This is done by requiring

all agents to play the following two-stage game. The first stage is called the tｅｃｈｎｏｌｏｇｙ

ａｄｏｐtｉｏｎｓtａｇｅ.In this stage, entrepreneurs first decide whether to form ａ firm and enter

ａ market. If market entry is the chosen option, ａ technology t Ｇ　Ｔ must be adopted

　１ ０ｆ course, in 皿y real world setting, the adoption of technologies is not only based on workers' train血g

皿d wage considerations. l abstract from the other determin皿ts of technology choice not because they are

unimport皿t; rather, incorporating m皿y considerations at once obscures the intuitions that l seek to highlight｡

　2 Thus, my work is related to that by Grossman and Hart (1986)and Hart and Moore (1990). These papers

study the implications of the hold-up problem for the optimal allocation of ownership rights over assets. In

contrast, I focus on the linkages between the hold-up problem 皿d technology adoption.
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as well. 1 identify the type of a firm with its technology, and let at measure, in units

of the produced good, the cost of setting up a type-/ firm. Notice that entrepreneurs'

decisions result in an outcome vector (yV1，‥・，yVIｒl)ＥＺyl･wh eｒｅＮｔ　iS the number

of type-r firms in the market.'^ I shall say that technol θgyぷ spersion is exhibited if

the outcome vector shows at least two distinct firm types in the market. In contrast,

tｅｃｈｎｏｌｏｇｙｈｏｍｏｇｅｎｅｉtｙprevails when all firms in the market are of the same type｡

　Given (Ni,..いN lｒl)，ｅａｃｈworker decides whether or not to seek employment in the

market. Two cases arise. First, if the market employment option is not exercised, the

worker has access to ａ technology called ｈｏｍｅ ｐｒｏｄｕｃtｉｏｎwhich transforms her unit

endowment of unskilled labor into ａ unit of output; hence, every worker is guaranteed

ａ reservation wage of one. Second, if the market employment option is taken up, the

worker specifies the firm type in which she seeks employment. Notice therefore that

workers' decisions result in ａ labor allocation vector (£１，…ユlｒl)∈附で' wh eｒｅＬｔ

is the mass of workers seeking employment in type-/ firms｡

　The second stage of the game is called the tｒａｉｎｉｎｇａｎｄｐｒｏｄｕｃtｉｏｎｓtａｇｅ･It deals with

various training and production decisions that occur following entry by entrepreneurs

and workers. An overview of the events in this stage is as follows. Consider a situation

wherein Nt ＞O and 乙＞0.Ｅａｃｈ of the 乙workers is randomly assigned to one of the

type-/ firms and engages in job-related training. In consequence, the worker converts

her unit endowment of unskilled labor into specialized units of type-? labor. The worker

becomes physically more productive, but finds her employment opportunities restricted

to the yＶバirms with technology Z. Once job-related training is over, the worker and the

firm haggle over the worker's wage. As mentioned before, the wage-bargaining game

is so structured that holding fixed the worker's level 0f training, her equilibrium wage

increases with the number of type-? firms, Ｎｔ. Finally, when wage-bargaining ends, the

worker produces the good and obtains, in return, the negotiated wage｡

　My model generates three interesting results . Fiｒｓt , despite the availability of l7‾'l

distinct technologies and the absence of explicit coordination among entrepreneurs, I

show that technology dispersion is μθＺan equilibrium phenomenonパｖhy?To fix ideas,

suppose there exists an equilibrium wherein technology h is adopted by ni firms and

technology r2 is adopted by μ2 firms. An entrepreneur sets up a firm anticipating that it

would be able to attract ａ workforce. So workers must be willing to seek employment

in firms of both types. In turn, this requires that ａ worker's wage net of the cost of

job-related training be equalized across the two firm types. Now recall that ａ worker's

wage-bargaining game with a type-n (tyPe吻)nrm is structured so that her bargaining

power and, hence, net wage in that firm is increasing in 町肺 2). Later in the paper, l also

assume that all technologies in T have identical physical attributes-that is, technologies

h and Z2 are different but equally productive ways of producing the final good. Thus,

equalization of ａ worker's net wage across both firm types can occur only if町ニμ2(゜

n, say). Consider an additional entry of ａ type-?i firm relative to the putative equilibrium

　　３Ｚ十is the set of non-negative integers: Ｚ十５１０･ １･２･‥．}．Ｚｙ

Ｚ十･

is the Ir 1-fold cartesian product of
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of n firms of typ eti，i ＝1， 2. Post-entry there are more type-^i firms than type一勿firms

and all workers maximize their net wages by seeking employment in type-?i firms･

With a workforce of L/{n + 1) assigned to each of the (n + 1) type-fi firms, it turns

out that the entrant more than covers the fixed cost of entry. But, since this deviation is

strictlyprofitable, the initialsupposition of technology dispersion―that is, coexistence

of technologies h and to―cannot constitute an equilibrium after a11･

　Ｓｅｃｏｎｄ，l show that technology homogeneity is�ｗびμａｎequilibrium phenomenon･

Why? Consider a situation wherein ａnumber of type一戸firms have already formed and ａ

single entrepreneur contemplates adoption of a distinct technology, i ≠F. No worker,

it turns out, seeks employment in the type一八firm since skills acquired in this firm are

subjected to a severe hold-up problem (recall that specialized typ e-tlabor is of no value

　　　　　　　　　　　－to any of the type-? firms in the market) and the net wage, in consequence, is loｗ･

Unable to attractａ workforce, the single type-f firm obviously does not form. Hence,

technology homogeneity―all type-r"firms in the market―is not disturbed by the entry

of a different firm type.

　Thiｒｄべ onsider the equilibrium with only type-f firms in the market. The formation

of ａ type-? 血ｍ ameliorates the hold-up problem and enhances workers' incentives for

skillacquisition. Since no entrepreneur contemplating entry internalizes this externality,

market equilibrium may be associated with excessive or deficient entry of typc-t firms･

　In a justly-famous article,Rosenstein-Rodan (1943, pp. 204-205) considered how

“depressed areas”like Eastern and South-Eastern Europe could industrialize through

the adoption of ａ superior (that is, more efficient) technology. He argued informally

that such technology adoption was not possible since workers did not possess the skills

required to complement the superior technology. But, this observation begets an obvi-

ous question: If non-availability of the relevant technology-specific skillsis so critical

ａ bottleneck in switching from the traditional technology that is currently in use to the

new and superior technology, why do workers not invest in the required skills? l sug-

gest that it is the hold-up problem subsequent to skill acquisition that deters workers

from investing in new skills.In sum, my model, which highlights the linkages between

technology adoption and skill acquisition to yield the tｅｃｈｎｏｌｏｇｙlock-ｉｎconclusion,

provides a formalization of the Rosenstein-Rodan argument (see footnote for further

details).４

　０ｆ course, my model has relevance beyond Europe of the 1940s and is applicable

to experiences of the developing countries today.　Lall (2000a) argues that industrial

technologies are changing at unprecedented rates, driven by ａ key technology (micro-

electronics). Indeed, 01d technologies have become redundant at a11factor prices. Yet,

the adoption of modern and obviously superior industrial technology is unevenly spread

　4 There is ａ slight gap between the model in the paper 皿d the Rosenstein-Rod皿(1943) argument, which

centers on the possibility of ａ trap wherein all firms adopt 皿inefficient technology. In my model, for nota-

tional simplicity, all technologies in ７ are assumed to possess the same physical attributes (see assumption

[A.4]). But, itis easy to show (pｒｏｏｆavailable upon request) that all firms adopting technology ＦＥ７ remains

皿equilibrium even when there is ａ technology t　＆Ｔ which is more efficient th皿F as long as assumption

[Ａ.2]is satisfied.
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in the developing world. Why? Summarizing research on micro-level technical change,

Lall (2000b) maintains that importing and mastering technologies in developing coun-

triesis not immediate and automatic. Technology, unlike physical products, is not sold

in fully embodied forms; rather, it has important tacit elements that require skills to

ｍａstｅrj'6In other words, the effective use of ａ new and imported technology hinges

on ａ workforce with sufficient skills. Therefore entrepreneurs in Sub-Saharan Africa,

for example, are forced to herd on an inefficient and traditional technology simply be'

cause no entrepreneur can find workers capable of mastering the advanced and superior

modern technology｡

　へYhile complementarities between the adoption of new industrial technologies and

worker skills are not in doubt, the arguments in Lall (2000a， 2000b)rｅｍａｉｎincom-

plete.べVhen pre-employment worker skills are limited, DO st-employ ment training in

an enterprise can augment worker skills.Indeed, using enterprise survey data from In-

donesia, Colombia, Malaysia and Mexico, Tan and Batra (1995)Shoｗ that training in

enterprises is an effective and economical way to develop worker skills.In addition to

cost effectiveness, enterprise training appears to be an Ｅ∬ど雄治/requirement when ａnew

technology is adopted (see footnote for details)ﾉＮｏｗ consider ａ situation wherein all

entrepreneurs have herded on ａtraditional technology because pre-employment worker

skills are in short supply. Why doesn't ａ吋昭 le entrepreneur adopt an efficient modern

industrial technology and simultaneously provide training to its workers so that desired

skills are thereby acquired? My model provides an answer to this puzzle. ０ｎ-th司ob

training is costly for workers in terms of effort and time expended. Since skillsacquired

　5 Lall (2000a) provides two bits of evidence to demonstrate the dependence of technology adoption de-

cisions in developing countries on workers' skill level ｓ.　Fiｒｓt, Lall argues that foreign direct investment is

becoming critical to the transfer of new industrial technologies from the developed to the developing world.

Indeed, FDI to the developing countries has risen rapidly from an average of $29 billion in 1986-91 to $149

billion in 1997. However, these flows are very concentrated with the 43 least developing countries receiving

less th皿one half percent of the total flows to developing countries in the 1986-1997 period. The data also

reveal ａ clear correlation between FDI flows to countries and various country-level measures of skUl forma-

tion (for example, tertiary enrolment in technical subjects). In other words, the skewness in FDI flows in the

developing world appears to stem from the skewness in workers' skUl levels｡

　Ｓｅｃｏｎｄ, Lall notes that when ａ transnational company transfers technology to affiliates in ａ developing

country, it must choose between ａ range of technologies of different vintages and complexity. La11(2000a，

pp. 33) argues that the choice of technology “reflects the ability of an affiliate to deploy technology efficiently.

This is why transfers to affiliatesin developing countries with low skills and capabilities tend to have lower

technological content than in advanced ones, and subsequent upgrading reflects the growth of skills and

capabilities in the affiliate and the host country.”

　6 Lall (2000a, pp. 9) notes that technologies differ in their learning requirements. Process technologies

(for example, chemicals) are more embodied in equipment 皿d, hence, have less tacit elements th皿engineer-

ing technologies (for example, machinery). Since my paper derives the technology homogeneity conclusion

by emphasizing workers' technology-specific skUl acquisition, it applies best when entrepreneurs in the de-

veloping world contemplate adoption of ａ modem industrial technology of the engineering kind｡

　7 1n a detailed study of approximately 6000 Malaysi皿firms covering 12 industries皿dthree years (1988,

1994 and 1997), Tan (200 D estimates probit models to show that firms which had introduced ａ new product

or process technology in the past two or three years were signific皿tly more likely to train their workers than

血ｍs which had not introduced new technology. Tan and Batra (1997) obtain similar results for Colombia,

Mexico皿d Taiwan.
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by workers are subject to a hold-up problem, workers become unwilling to invest sig-

nificantly in the training process initiated by the firm.

　There is also ample anecdotal and informal evidence that attests to the importance

of worker skills in the technology adoption decisions of firms in developed coun-

tries.^ On the basis of surveys of firms in OECD countries carried out since the early

1980s, Vickery and Northcott (1995), for example, analyze the diffusion of two rel-

atively modern technologies―the application of microelectronics in products and the

use of microelectronics-based process equipment (advanced manufacturing technology

or AMT). Vickery and Northcott (1995, pp. 264-265) observe: “When managers are

asked about the most important impediments to the adoption of microelectronics, they

ｍｏｓt oftｅｎ [italics added]mention the lack of expertise.”This shortage of expertise is

interpreted by the authors as a problem of finding workers with specific skills.^ But, if

skill shortage makes adoption of microelectronics-based technology difficult, it is nat-

ural to ask (aS in the above discussion of the papers by Rosenstein-Rodan and Ｌａ１１)

why workers do not acquire the relev皿t skills through on-the-job training. The hold'

up problem, identified in this paper, provides a plausible explanation for workers' skill

underinvestment. Observe also that the technology homogeneity result of my model

suggests that the rapid diffusion of microelectronic applications in products and the

rapid diffusion of AMT are by no means guaranteed. ^°

　l conclude this section by relating my work to the theoretical literature dealing with

investments by economic agents in markets with frictions. Two sets of papers are ger-

mane. First, Acemoglu and Pischke (1998, 1999) provide explanations for why firms

　８ For recent econometric evidence from developed countries documenting the complementarities between

the adoption of new technologies 皿d workers' skillinvestments, refer to Bartel 皿d Lichtenberg (1987) and

Goldin and Katz (1996).

　9 1n the context of ａ developing country, Malaysia, Tan (2000) studies the adoption of new information

皿ｄ communications technology (IT)in 12 industries. ０ｎ the basis of enterprise survey data, Tan (2000,

pp. 13) concludes that“the inadequate supply of IT personnel emerges as the key constraint to the introduction

of IT." Observe that the conclusions of Tan (2000)皿d Vickery 皿ｄ Northcott (1995) are strikingly similar.

Furthermore, Tan (2000) estimates panel production function models to identify the productivity gains from

IT adoption皿d use. The evidence suggests that IT use is associated with a productivity gain of 4-6 percent

per annum, 皿d that these learning gains are much larger when accompanied by worker training. T皿(2000，

pp. 3) concludes that the findings “lend strong support for the skill-biased technological change hypothesis

皿d for the intermediate role of skUled labor in IT adoption 皿d use.”

　10 The advanced manufacturing technology or AMT was vastly superior to the traditional production pro-

cess, which was not microelectronics based. Yet, AMT was not adopted immediately by all finns; rather

the diffusion of AMT in OECD countries followed the traditional “S”-shaped pattern with an initial phase of

slow adoption followed by a phase of rapid adoption 皿d eventual saturation (Vickery皿ｄ Northcott, 1995, pp.

258-260). Since AMT was vastly superior to the status-quo technology, ａ switch occurred from the traditional

technology to AMT and entrepreneurs eventually locked-in to AMT (that is, technology homogeneity holds in

the long run). The initial phase of slow adoption of AMT could stem from the hold-up problem: with very few

AMT-adopting firms, workers hesitate to acquire AMT-specific skills,thereby preventing entrepreneurs from

adopting AMT en masse. But, once the initial phase concludes and ａ critical mass of entrepreneurs switch to

AMT, the hold-up problem disappears: workers readily invest in AMT-specific skills and entrepreneurs adopt

Ａ]MT fully anticipating the availability of skilled workers. ０ｆcourse, the arguments l have put forth here are

at best suggestive since the diffusion of AMT is a dynamic process that unfolds gradually whereas my model

has technology adoption occurring in a single period.
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often pay for the general training of their workers.　They build models in which la-

bor market frictions are such that the increase in ａ worker's productivity subsequent to

training is not matched by an equal increase in her wage. Indeed, greater the labor mar-

ket frictions(and, hence, greater the wage compression), the sharper are the incentives

for a firm to invest in its workers. In contrast, I study the issue of training undertaken

by the worker; training incentives in this case ｗｅａｋｅｎwith labor market frictions (see

specifically Proposition 2). Second, Acemoglu (1996), Redding (1996), and Chander

and Thangavelu (2004) examine models in which entrepreneurs choose technologies

and workers undertake human capital investments in the context of ａsearch market. Ａ

pecuniary externality is shown to exist: when workers, the firstmovers in these models,

conjecture that many entrepreneurs will adopt a skill-using technology in the future,

workers' incentives for human capital investments become sharp. This is because in ａ

random matching environment, ａworker is now more likely to be matched with a skill-

using firm than with a firm posting an unskilled vacancy. In contrast, l use the hold-up

problem to provide the link between workers' investment incentives and the number of

firms in the market with a given technology. ^^

　The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In section 2,１analyze the train-

ing and production stage of the model. Section 3 provides a treatment of the technology

adoption stage of the model. Section ４ considers the optimality of the model's equilib-

rium while section ５ concludes.

　　　　　　　　　　　　2.　TRAINING AND PRODUCTION STAGE

　Consider ａ situation wherein Nf firms have adopted technology Z and workers of

mass乙have chosen to be employed by these firms. ｌ now describe the training and

production stage of the model and derive as well the payoffs obtained by workers and

firms.

　The training and production stage begins with workers randomly distributed over the

yＶパirms. Therefore, each firm is assigned workers of mass Ｌt/Ｎｆ Consider the history

of ａrepresentative worker assigned to ａparticular firm, say firm Ｆ１.

　The worker moves firstand engages in job-related training. Training involves costs

and produces specialization. Both of these aspects are modeled starkly. It is assumed

that when effortどis expended in training, the worker suffers a reduction in utilityof

magnitude Ｇ(Ｏ and transforms her unit of unskilled labor into XAe) efficiency units

　1 1 The principal focus of the aforementioned papers is different as well. There, the main goal is to show

that the identified pecuniary externality results in multiple rational expectations equilibria: in one equilibrium,

ａlow-skill technology is used and this is accompanied by ａlow level of human capital investment; in the other

equilibrium, a high-skill technology is used and this is accompanied by a high level of human capital invest-

ment. Such multiple equilibria considerations are ruled out in my model since ｌ maintain (see assumption

[Ａ.4]) that all technologies have identical physical attributes. Instead, I ask whether multiple technologies

can simultaneously exist in an equilibrium. As pointed out already, the answer is“ｎｏ.”
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of type-? labor. l assume, as is standardけhat ｘz(ｅ)(Ｇ(ｅ))iS a strictlyincreasing 皿ｄ

concave (convex) function of ,?.12

　With only specialized type-r labor at her disposal, the worker's employment oppor-

tunities shrink drastically. specifically, l assume that the worker now becomes unem-

ployable in all firms with technologies other th皿Z.13 This assumption is admittedly

extreme. However, the results of my paper continue to hold S0 long as skills acquired

through training with technology Z are at least partially non-transferrable across tech-

nologies.

　l also assume that skills acquired through training with technology Z have the same

value in all the Nt firms that have adopted this technology. l model this by positing

that the output of ａ type-^ firm equals the number of efficiency units of type-? labor

supplied by its workforce. Thus, if a type-? firm employs ａworkforce of mass K md if

the cumulative distribution of efficiency units of type-r labor supplied by its workers is

F(jc),then total output produced by the firm equals £ｘ 卜ｄ『 (め.

　Once training is completed, the worker and firm Fi commence bargaining over the

worker's wage. An informal description of the bargaining game is given in five parts. (1)

The Nt firms in market segment Z are assumed to be equally spaced on the circumference

of ａ circle of unit length. (2) With probability 1，the worker is given the firstmove

and makes ａ take-it-or-leave-it wage demand to firm 八.　Should firm Fi accept the

worker's wage demand, the bargaining game ends: the agreed-on wage is paid, the

worker produces in firm Ｆ１，and the output generated is Xバ○.　Instead, if firm 瓦

rejects the worker's wage demand, the match is dissolved. The worker leaves firm 瓦

and moves on to 血ｍ乃. (3) With probability 1，firm Fi makes ａ wage offer to the

worker. As before, if the worker accepts firm Fi's wage offerけhe bargaining game

ends: the worker produces for firm 八and obtains, in return, the negotiated wage. ０ｎ

the other hand, should the worker reject firm 八'S wage offer, she is obliged to travel

to firm 乃. (4) The same bargaining process is repeated with firm 乃.Ａｎ impasse in

bargaining necessitates a moven!ent to firm Ft,,and so on. (5)The frictions associated

with matching are captured with the help of travel cθ∫ts.In particular,l assume that if

　12 When ａ worker undertakes job-related training, it is empirically the case that the firm bears a large part

of the monetary costs involved. Introducing monetary costs in my model leaves the analysis unaltered. To

see this, consider the following situation. Let the monetary cost of job-related training be χ and let this be

forked up entirely by the firm. Two assumptions are implicit in my analysis. First, I have assumed that how

much ａ worker learns from training depends, at least in part, ０ｎ how much effort, e, she puts in. So, upon

completion of training, the efficiency units of type-? labor at the worker's disposal is increasing in e. Second,

l have assumed that effort is unverifiable by ａ third party (e.g., a court). So, an enforceable contract cannot be

written that simply requires the worker to fix effort at ａ certain level, say J. In other words, effort remains ａ

choice variable for the worker. Notice also that when effort is chosen by the worker, χ is sunk and therefore

not directly relevant｡

　13 1n real world labor markets, a worker invests in ａ combination of firm-specific skills 皿ｄ general skills.

In this paper, l have abstracted away from issues related to the acquisition of general skills; such skills can be

used in any firm and are therefore largely unaffected by hold-up problems. It turns out that the results of this

paper remain unchanged when workers are permitted to acquire general skills as well; refer to footnote 17 for

details.
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j is the distance between adjacent firms, then the worker loses j units of physical labor

in transit from one match to the next.
14 With

M type-/ firms, j is equal to 1 /Ｎt.

　The characteristic of ａ thick market that I stress in this paper is the relative ease with

which a worker can find ａ new match (firm). The use of travel costs provides a sim-

pie way of modeling this idea: when the number of firms with technology t increases,

the worker's cost (measured by j ＝1 /Ｎt )of finding another firm of the same type

diminishes. Since ａ setup with many type-? firms provides the worker with substan-

tial mobility, intuition suggests that this enhances the worker's bargaining strength and,

hence, her wage. Ａ formal analysis of the bargaining game shows this to be the case.

The solution to the bargaining game (given in Appendix A) is summarized in Proposi-

tion 1.

　Proposition １.　Ｔｈｅ ｂａｒｇａｉｎｉｎｇｇａｍｅ ｈａｓａ ｕniｑｕｅ ｓｕbｇａｍｅ ｐｅｒｆｅｃtｅｑｕilibｒiｕｍ.

Ｗｈｅｎ the ｗｏｒkeｒ iｓ giｖｅｎ the 折ｓt ｍｏｖｅ， the ｗ昭ｅ ｄｅｍａｎｄｅｄ　iｓχ八妁皿ｄ　fiｒｍ　Ｆ ｌ

ａｃｑｕieｓｃｅｓ.When fiｒｍ Ｆａ ｈａｓ tｈｅｆｉｒｓt一ｍｏｖｅｒ　ａｄｖａｎtａ９，ｅ，　theｗａｇｅ ｏ乖紀d iｓ Ｘt (ど)×

[1－(2/篤)×(1－1/2M)]回力 he worker acquiesces. Ｃ四声 luently, the expected wage

戸打 he worker afte リ加心効心加印･7？印直心加面面り菌Ｘ心)×(1－£ (Nt)), where

尺'(Nt) ≡(1/篤)×(1 － 1/2M)･

　Proposition l is unsurprising.　Once effort has been expended in training, ex post

efficiency requires that the worker produce in firm /71 . In ａ world of perfect i�ormation,

this ex post efficiency is guaranteed.
^^ Proposition l

also provides a convenient and

intuitive resolution to the problem of the division of the output, Xtie), produced in the

血ｍ Fi -worker match. The fraction of the output received by firm Fi is 五万(Nt), which

declines in Nｔ. As Ｎｔ -゛ oo and mobility costs become negligible, firm /71 loses a11 0f

its bargaining power: hence, £(篤)－ｙOas呪－ｙ(ｘ)･

　Let etiNt) denote the equilibrium effort level ０ｆ ａ worker when th eｒｅａｒｅＮt type-

r firms.　Thus,り(Ｍ)＝ａrｇ ma.Xe[Xt (ε)×(1－£(篤))－Ｇ(ε)]. Letぐdenote

the effort level that is socially optimal.　Since social optimality requires that net

surplus be maximized, independently of its distribution between worker and firm,

e* = arg maxg[ Xtie) - Ct [○]. The strict concavity of蜀(.)ａｎｄ the strict convex-

ity of Ｇ Ｏ jointly ensure that et(Nt) andぐare unique. Proposition ２ compares り(篤)

tｏぐ

　Proposition ２．　吟(．) iｓａ ｓtｒictｂ　ｉｎｃｒｅａｓｉｎｇfｕｎｃtｉｏｎ.Ｆｕｒtheｒｍｏｒらｅt (Ｎｔ ) is less

tｈａｎｅ７，∀Ｎｆ

　Ｐｒｏｏｆ. Let Nh and Ni be positive integers with Nh greater than Ni. Since the

worker's unique equilibrium effort level with M type一 t firms is り(Nh),it follows that:

　ｘz(り( Ｎｈ ))×(1－£( Ｎｈ ))－Ｇ(吟( Ｎｈ ))＞石(り(菌))×(1－λΓ( Ｎｈ ))－Ｇ(吟(Ｘ/)).(1)

　14 As皿example, if there are three firms with technologyら d =
L When

the worker bargains with the

firstfirni,her output in that firm is Xtie). Outputs in the second and third finns are, respectively, | x Xt(e)

and j X Xfie).

　15 Note, therefore, that the equilibrium of my model involves no search. However, it is the threat 皿d

associated cost of search that determines ａ worker's bargaining strength.
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Similarly, since the worker's unique equilibrium effort level with Ni type-? firms is

et{Ni),ii follows that:

　石(吟(篤))×(1－£(yv/))－Ｇ(吟(篤))＞石(吟( Ｎｈ))×(1－£(篤))－Ｇ(吟(y＼ ｈ))づ2)

Using inequalities (1) and (2), itis immediate that:

　　　　石(り( Ｎｈ))×床(yv/)－£(Ｍ))＞石(吟(篤))×(£(篤)－£( Ｎｈ)).(3)

But, Nh greater than Nii mplies that K(Ni) is greater than £(Nh). So, inequality (3)

implies thatｘz(り(Ｎｈ))is greater than Xt (り( Ni )). Since output is stri�y increasing in

effort,り(Ｎｈ) exceedsり (Ni). In other words, りO is ａstrictlyincreasing function･

　ｌ now show thatり(Nt) is less than ぐ,∀ Nt. Sinceぐis the unique maximizer of the

worker-firm net surplus, it follows that:

　　　　　　　　　　ｘz(ぐ)－Ｇ(ぐ)＞石(り(篤))－Ｇ(り (Nt)). 　　　　　　　(4)

Furthermore, since the worker's unique equilibrium effortlevel with Nt type一節rms is

et{Nt)M follows that:

　　石(り(篤))×(1－£(呪))－Ｇ(り(呪))＞ｘz(ぐ)×(1－£(呪))－Ｇ(ぐ).　(5)

Inequalities (4) and (5) combine to yield:

　　　　　　　　　　　　(ｘz(ぐ)一石(吟(篤)))×£(篤)＞0.　　　　　　　　　(6)

Notice that inequality (6) implies that Xt(ef) is greater than 石(り (Nt)). But, since

output is strictlyincreasing in effort,ef exceeds et{Nt) as well.　　　　　　　　　　　　１

　The economics behind the formalism is transparent.　Given the absence of long-

term contracts, the worker's effort in acquiring job-specific skillsis subject to hold-

up.　Hence, the worker's effort is always less than what is socially optimal.　As the

number of type-? firms increases, the bargaining strength of the worker is enhanced･

Predictably, thisincrease in bargaining strength is accompanied by an increase in effort

expended. With Nt type-? firms ａｎｄ乙workers seeking employment in these firms,ｌ

ｄｄｎｅ罵(篤)tｏ be the net wage of ａ worker and TltiNt,Ｌt )tｏ be the profit of ａ 血ｍ，

gross of entry costs. The expressions for 罵(呪)ａｎｄ ＨtCNt，Ｌt ) are given below:

　　　　　　　　罵(Ｍ)＝石(り(篤))×(1－£(呪))－Ｇ(り (Nt)) ,

　　　　　　　　　　TltiNt,Ｌt )＝( Ｌt/Ｎt )Ｘｘｚ(り(Ｍ))×£(篤).

The expression for WANt) is obtained as follows. With Nt type-r firms, ａ worker

expends effortり(篤)in training, thereby generating ａ match-specific output of

ｘz(り(篤)).Ｔｈｅ worker's share of this output is (1－五万(Nt)) while her private cost

of training is Ｇ (り(呪)).Ａ worker's net wage, Wt(Nt), is computed as the difference

between output received and training costs incurred. The expression for ｎz(Ｎｔ,Ｌt)iS

obtained as follows. With Nｔlype-t firms and 乙workers, ａrepresentative 丘rm obtains

ＬtﾉＮt workers. Furthermore, each worker yieldsａsurplus of石(り(篤))× K(Nt) to the

趾ｍ with which itis matched. The profits of a firm, n談Nt,Ｌt )ｊＳequal to the product

of its workforce size and the firm's surplus from each of its workers. For expositional

sharpness, I shall now impose assumption [A.1].
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[Ａ.1]蜀(吟(菌))×五万(菌)/菌iS a declining function ｏｆ菌丿

　For a fixed mass of workers seeking employment with type-? firms, an increase in Nt

means that each firm obtains fewer workers and ａ smaller fraction of ａ larger output per

worker. Assumption [Ａ.1]posits that, measured in terms of a firm's profit, the first two

effects jointly dominate the third one. l end this section by recording some trivial, but

substantively important, properties of the 罵Ｏ and ｎz(･, .) functions.

　Proposition ３. 罵(菌) iｓｓtｒictlｙｉｎｃｒｅａｓｉｎｇｉｎ Ｎt; ｎ, (Ｎt，ＬＡｉｓ ｓtｒictlｙｉｎｃｒｅａｓ-

ｉｎｇｉｎ Ｌt ａｎｄ ｓtｒictｂ ｄｅｃｒｅａｓｉｎｇｉｎ Ｎt
･

　Ｐｒｏｏｆ. Let Nh and Ni be positive integers with Nh greater than 菌.　Since the

worker's unique equilibrium effort level with M type-/ firms is り(厖)，it follows that:

　　　　　　　　罵( Ｎｈ )≡ XtietiＮｈ ))×(1－£( Ｎｈ ))－Ｇ(吟( Ｎｈ ))

　　　　　　　　　　　　＞蜀(り(菌))×(1－尺(厖))－Ｇ(り( Ni )).　　　　　　(7)

But, Nh greater than Ni implies that 1 － £( Ｎｈ卜 S greater than 1 － £(Ni). Hence,

　　　　　蜀(り(菌))×(1－£(y＼ ｈ))－Ｇ(り( Ni ))

　　　　　　　　　　>Xt{et(Ni)) ×(1－£(yv/))－Ｇ(吟( N1 ))≡罵( N1 ).　　　(8)

Using inequalities (7) and (8), it is immediate that 呪( Ｎｈ )is greater than WtiNi). In

other words, Wt(.) is ａ strictly increasing function.

　Now, TltiNt,Ｌt )＝乙×[蜀(吟(菌))×£(菌)/菌]. Notice that ｎバ菌，乙戸s pro-

portional to 乙and, hence, strictly increasing in 乙. TltiNt,Ｌt )is strictly decreasing in

Nt because assumption [Ａ.1]ensures that 蜀(り(呪))×£(篤) /Ｎti S strictlydecreasing

in Nf. 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　・

　Proposition 3 is intuitive.　An increase in 菌がves ａ worker greater bargaining

strength: her net wage rises as ａ result. Since firms are modeled as being labor con-

strained, a firm's profit is proportional to the mass of workers assigned to it. Conse-

quently, an increase in 乙results in greater profit accruing to each type-? firm. Finally,

assumption[Ａ.1]directly implies that the profit of ａ type-/ firm declines with the num-

ber of type-? firms in the market. ^^

　16 1 thank an anonymous referee for suggesting that l provide an example of functions, Ｃバ.) and ｘバ.)，

that justifies assumption [Ａ.1].Ｌｅt蜀(ε)＝Ａｊ，Å＞Ｏ皿dら(ε)＝1j. Given Ｃ心 )ａｎｄｘバ.)，

it is immediate that et{Nt) = (U ×(1－£(Ｍ)))§.ThｕS，尺(Ｍ)≡ XtietiN,)) ×K(N,)/Ｎ,　ｅａ uals

　　　　　　　　1　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　1　　　4α×(1－£(Ｍ))iｘ£(Ｍ)/Ｍ，ｗheｒｅα≡2 3 X A 3 . Now, by viewing Ｍ as ａ non-negative real number,

the domain of/?(.) can be extended from Ｚ十tｏ附十. This extension mak ｅｓＲ'ｏ well-defined. Assumption

[Ａ.1]follows upon noting that R'(Nt) < 0.

　17 1n the training 皿d production stage of the model, ａ worker is permitted to invest in technology-specific

skills only. Is this assumption critical? ｌ now outline ａ scenario wherein ａ worker is permitted to invest in

general skills as well but which leaves the main results of this paper―

unaltered. The scenario is as follows. The worker expends effort どｉｎacquiring technology-specific skills and

effortりin acquiring general skills; given (らeg), the effort cost incurred by the worker is C(e) 十Cg(り).

Upon completion of training, the amount of type-? labor at the worker's disposal is Xtie) while the amount

of all-purpose labor is ｘg(り). Assume, now, that hold-up problems are associated with technology-specific

skills only. Then, the worker's net wage is (1－£(Ｍ))× Xt(e) 十rxXgi り), whereパs ａ number in the
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TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION STAGE

　The technology adoption stage begins with each entrepreneur deciding whether to

form a firm and conditional on market entry, the technology Ｚ Ｅ７ to adopt. En-

trepreneurs' decisions therefore result in an outcome vector (yv1･‥・，ｙlｒl)･wheｒｅＮt

is the number of type-^ firms in the market｡

　Giｖｅｎ(ｙ1，‥。N lｒl)，ｅａｃｈworker decides whether to enter the labor market and

conditional on market entry, the type of firm in which to seek employment.　べYork-

ers' behavior is represented by 171 functions; 八:Ｚyl→附十，Ｚニ1，‥・，|ｒ l. The

interpretation is as follows: 乙(yV1，… ，Nlｒl)isthe mass of workers seeking employ-

merit in type-? firms when the outcome vector is (7V1，… ，N lｒl)ＥＺﾂﾞ.I shall require

乙(｡)，Z＝1，‥・,|r|,to satisfy three conditions:

［Ｅ.1］Σに11乙 (Ni ･・‥、N＼T＼)≦乙∀（yV1･…・Ⅳ|ｒl）ＥＺヅ

[Ｅ.2] LtiNi,...,N＼T＼)×[罵(Ｍ)－1]≧0，∀zE7‾≒∀(yV1，… ,N＼T＼)∈叩

［Ｅ.3］　There does not exisけyｖ1，…ｊＶｌｒl）ＥＺﾂﾞａｎｄ（?∈附でsuch thaけ1）

　　　Σに11俵≦£and (2)Σに11俵×［呪（呪）－1］＞Σに11乙（yＶレ‥ｊｖlｒl）×

　　　　　[罵(篤)－11.

　Condition[Ｅ.1]is a feasibility condition. It states that the total mass of work-

ers seeking employment in the various firms cannot exceed £. Condition[Ｅ.2]is an

individual rationality condition for workers.　Should workers choose employment in

type-r firms (that is, 乙(yV1，‥・ ，N Iｒl)＞O)･the net wage received cannot be less

than one, ａ worker's guaranteed return from home production.　Finally, given any

(Ⅳ1，… ，N lｒl)ＥＺﾂ，ｃｏｎｄｉtｉｏｎ[Ｅ.3]requires that a worker's choice of firm type

　　●　●maximizes her net wage.

　Two bits of notation need to be introduced now. Relative to (yV1，… ，N lｒl)ＥＺﾂﾞ，

let(Ⅳ1，…，Ⅳlｒlルdenote the outcome vector with an additional type-? firm in the

market. ^^ Relative to (Ni, …，N lｒl)ＥＺﾂｊｅt(yV1，‥・，yｖlｒl)|ぴdenote the outcome

vector when ａ type-/ firm switches to ａ typeづ丘rｍ.19With the notation in place, l call

　－　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－(Ⅳ1，‥・, N＼T＼) an ｅｑｕilibｒiｕｍｏｕtｃｏｍｅｖｅｃtｏｒ　＼ithere exist叫乙(.): t = 1,…，171}，

obviously satisfying[Ｅ.1卜[E.3], such that the following three requirements are ｍｅt:

　　　　　　－　　　　　　　－　　－　　－　　　　　－[Ｅ.4]　Ｎｔ　Ｘ [nt(Nt,Ｌt (yv1，… ，N lｒl))一叫]≧0，∀ t e T

　　　　　　　　－　　　　　－　　－　　　　　－[Ｅ.5]　隋(罵十1，乙((Ⅳ1，…，yVlｒlル))一叫≦0,∀ t e T.

interval[0, 1]. Finally, since the worker ｍａχimizes net wageげａｎｄりare chosen to ｍａχimize [Xt(e) ×(1－

£(Ｍ))－Ｃ(ε)]十[ rxXgi り)－Ｃｇ(り)]. Notice, therefore, thatりdoes not affect the optimal choice of

e; as before, the optimal e increases with the worker's share of the output 蜀(ど)皿d, hence, Nt.

　18 Notice that (Ⅳ1･‥･･ NlT＼ ル　ｓd(Ⅳ1･‥ 。Ｎ |ｒl)diffel｀hl one ゛町:　the t'th con!ponent of

(ATi,..・，Ⅳlｒlルexceeds the t'th component of (ATi,..・，Ⅳlｒl)by one.

　19 Notice that (Ⅳ1･‥ 。Ｎ |ｒl)|ぴｓd(Ⅳ1･‥･･Ⅳ|ｒl)diffel｀hl t｀゛ｏ゛町s:　the i'th con!pon°t of

(Ⅳ1，…,Ar|r|)| りＩＳ less than the i'th con!ponent of(Ⅳ1，… ,N＼T＼) by one 皿d the ;'th component of

(Ⅳ1，…，凹司几谷s more than the ;'th component of (Ⅳ1，…，Ⅳlｒl)by one.
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LiiNi,..。N lｒl))－

　ＣｏｎＳｉｄｅr(y＼/1，‥。N＼T＼) and assume th al　Ｎｔ　＞0. Notice that 乙(y＼/1，‥。N＼T＼) is

the mass of workers seeking employment in type-? firms and n^ (Nt,Ｌt (皿，… ，N lｒl))

is the gross profit of ａ type-? firm.　Condition [Ｅ.4]says that if a type-r firm forms

in equilibrium, the gross profit must cover the fixed cost of market entry.　Ｎｏｗ･ if

an additional entry of ａ type-r firm takes place, the outcome vector changes from

(Ⅳ1，… ，N lｒl)tｏ(yV1，…，Ⅳlｒlルand the net profit of the entering firm is TltiNt 十

1，乙((yV1，… ，N lｒlル))一両. Relative to the equilibrium outcome vector, condition

[Ｅ.5]requires that an additional entry of ａ type-? firm be weakly unprofitable. Finally,

suppose an entrepreneur who forms ａtype-/ firm under the equilibrium outcome vector

　－　　　　　－(Ⅳ1，… , N＼T＼)deviates and forms ａtypeづfirm instead. This means that the outcome

vector changes from (Ni, …,N＼T＼) to (Ni,...,N＼T＼)＼ぴand the net profit of the de-

viating entrepreneur is therefore ｎバベ/十1, LjiiNi,.. ・，Ⅳlｒl)|ぴ))－り. Condition

[Ｅ.6]says that this net profit must be weakly less than what the entrepreneur obtains in

equilibrium.

　To simplify matters,ｌnow employ the following additional assumptions:

[Ａ.2]maxg [X バe)ll-Ct{e)-＼ < 1,∀t　ｇＴ.

[Ａ.3]maxg[ Xt{e)-Ct{e) ]＞1，∀ t　ｅＴ.

[Ａ.4]　Xt(e) = X(e), Ct(e) = C(e), anda^ =α,∀ t e T.

　Assumption[Ａ.2]reduces the number of cases to be considered. When only one

type-/ firm enters the market (篤＝1 and£(1)＝1)，aSSｕmptｉｏｎ[Ａ.2]implies that

no worker finds it worthwhile to seek employment in this 丘rm. If assumption [Ａ.3]is

violated, then the net surplus associated with a type-? firm-worker match is lower than

that obtained through home production. Consequently, assumption [Ａ.3]is necessary

if the formation of type-? firms is to be ａpossibility in equilibrium. Assumption [Ａ.4]

posits that all technologies have identical physical attributes.　Itis invoked ∫θ/ぞ?/yfor

notational convenience.

　Given (L, T, XL), C(.), a), notice that the tｒiｖialｏｕtｃｏｍｅ(篤＝O□＝1，‥ 。Ｔ )

is always an equilibrium outcome vector. Why? Relative to the trivialoutcome, suppose

an entrepreneur deviates and sets up a type-? firm. Because of assumption [Ａ.2], no

worker seeks employment in this firm (that is, 乙((0,..., 0ル)＝O).Ｂｕt this means

that it is unprofitable for the entrepreneur to incur the 丘xed cost of market entry, 叫

and set up the type-? 血ｍ. ｌ now search for equilibria that are distinct from the trivial

outcome. To this end, three bits of notation are introduced. Let yｖ十be the smallest

integer such that W(N ⊃≧Ｌ Let M(N) be the smallest positive real number such

that ｎ(Ｎ，Ｍ (7V))≧α. Finally, 1ｅＸ]　＝　Ｍ(7V‾ﾄ‾)×Ⅳ九20 Proposition 4 (Prｏｖedin

Appendix B) characterizes the equilibrium outcome vector(s).

　20 Since the technologies are identical,罵○＝Ｗ(.)ａｎｄ ｎバ･，.)＝ｎ(･,.),∀t e T. I have therefore

dropped the subscriptindexing the relev皿t technology.
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　Proposition ４. Ｃｏｎｓｉｄｅｒ ａ ｓitｕａtｉｏｎ ｓｕｍｍａｒiｚｅｄ ｂｙ (Ｌ，Ｔ，Ｘ (.)，Ｃ(.)，α).(1)

Ｆｏｒ Ｌ＜ I，　the ｕniｑｕｅ ｅｑｕilibｒiｕｍ ｏｕtｃｏｍｅ ｖｅｃtｏｒ iｓ the tｒiｖial ｏｕtｃｏｍら (ｙｚ＝Ｏけ＝

　　　　　　　　　　　　　－1，‥・，171).(2) Ｆｏｒ Ｌ≧ 1，beｓｉｄｅｓ the tｒｉｖial oｕtｃｏｍｅ， theｒｅ　ａｒｅ ｌ７'ｌｅｓｓｅｎtiallｙ ｅｑｕiｖａ-

ｌｅｎt ｅｑｕilibｒiｕｍ ｏｕtｃｏｍｅ ｖｅｃtｏｒｓ. In tｈｅ ｆｉｒｓtｅｑｕilibｒｉｕｍ　ｏｕtｃｏｍｅ　ｖｅｃtｏｒ，all fiｒｍｓ that

ｅｎtｅｒ tｈｅ ｍａｒket ａｄｏｐt tｅｃｈｎｏｌｏｇｙ 1; in　the ｓｅｃｏｎｄ ｅｑｕilibｒiｕｍ　ｏｕtｃｏｍｅ ｖｅｃtｏｒ． all　fiｒｍｓ

that ｅｎtｅｒ tｈｅ ｍａｒket ａｄｏｐt tｅｃｈｎｏｌｏｇｙ乙ａｎｄ ｓｏ ｏｎ. Ｆｏｃｕｓ ｎｏｗ ｏｎ ａｎ　ｅｑｕilibｒｉｕｍ ｏｕt-

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　-ｃｏｍｅ ｖｅｃtｏｒ ｗheｒｅ tｅｃｈｎｏ ｌｏｆｉ"ｙt Ｅ Ｔ ｉｓ ａｄｏｐtｅｄ.　Ｔｈｅｎ， all L ｗｏｒkeｒｓ ｓｅｅｋ ｅｍｐｌｏｙｍｅｎt

in theｓｅ　tｙｐｅ -口ｉｒｍｓ ａｎｄ tｈｅ ｎｕｍｂｅｒ of　fiｒｍｓ ｅｎtｅｒｉｎｇ tｈｅ ｍａｒket． ｄｅｎｏtｅｄ Ｎ(£) ，iｓ the

laｒｇｅｓt intｅｇｅｒ ｓａtiｓfｙｉｎｇ Ｌ≧刄(句× M(N(L))(ｓｅｅ tｈｅ ｆｏｏtｎｏtｅ　foｒ fｕｒtheｒ ｄｅtailｓ).
1

　What are the implications of the above proposition? Proposition 4 identifies ａ 請だ辿-

り/友汐ｄけhat is, only when ｌ ≧/ does the adoption of any technology (say, t e T)

become an equilibrium possibility. The reason for this critical mass is somewhat novel.

Given the presence of ex post opportunism by firms, one requires at least 7V十firms

of type-r to draw workers away from home production. Moreover, each type-F 血ｍ

requires ａ workforce size of ｎ０ less than MiN 勺to cover its fixed cost of entry. Con-

sequently, t e T becomes ｖiable only when the mass of workers assigned to it weakly

exceeds yｖ十× M(N 十)≡7T.

　Consider now a situation with £≧/. Despite the availability of multiple technolo-

gies, Proposition 4 points out that all firms end up adopting the same technology in

equilibrium. Put differently, technology dispersion is not an equilibrium phenomenon･

べ^^hat is the intuition for this finding?

　Contrary to the claim in Proposition 4, suppose that distinct technologies are adopted

in equilibrium. To 丘ｘ ideas, let technologies h and Z2 be adopted in equilibrium. Three

observations are relevant now. First, since both firm types attract workers, ａ worker's

net wage in ａ type-fi firm must be equal to that in ａ type-/2 血ｍ. But, since W(.) is a

strictly increasing function, the market must therefore have an equal number of type-n

and type-r2 firms. Let n denote the number of type一 ti, i = 1 ， 2， firms in the market･

Second, equilibrium market entry cannot be unprofitable. So, each of then丘rms of type

削　i = 1, 2， obtains enough workers to generate gross profit:s that weakly exceed the

cost of market entry, α. Third, since the total mass of workers is £, the mass of workers

seeking employment in at least one of the two firm types (say, h -type firms) has to be

weakly less than ＬＺ乙

　Consider now an additional entry of ａ type-?i firm relative to the putative equilibrium･

Post entry, the number of type-?i firms, (n + 1), strictly exceeds the number of type-

r2 firms, y7. Therefore, all workers seek employment in type-n firms and the entrant

receives workers of mass £/印＋1).lt turns out that with a workforce of this size,

the entrant more than covers its fixed cost of entry. But, if additional entry of ａ type-/i

　21 Notice, therefore,that there are １７１equilibrium outcome vectors because firms can enter with any one

out of the 171 available technologies. Suppose that all firms adopt technology 1. Then, the equilibrium

outcome vector is iNiL),O, …, 0). Furthermore, Li(Ar(L),O,…, 0) = L, andね iNiL),O, …，0)＝

Oバ≠1.
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血m is strictlyprofitable, the technology dispersion scenario with which ｌ began cannot

constitute an equilibrium｡

　ｌ close this section by examining the criticalrole of assumption [Ａｊ]in my analysis.

Consider the equilibrium outcome vector in which all firms that enter the market do

so with technology F. Since an individual fir�s gross profit, by assumption [A.I], is

decreasing in the number of firms in the market, the zero profit condition ensures that

yｖ(£)is unique. What happens when assumption [Ａ.1]is violated? Now, there can

be multiple equilibria that are Pareto-ranked. Specifically, if ａlarge number of firms

enter the market with technology F, the resulting amelioration of the hold-up problem

encourages workers to invest substantially in skills.　The resultant increase in labor

productivity makes, in turn, large scale firm entry privately profitable. Similarly, an

equilibrium with limited firm entry and limited skill investments can be justified as

well. Indeed, Burdett and Smith (2002) study ａ model ０ｆlabor market search and use

essentially this argument to generate the possibility of ａ１０ｗskill trap･

　　　　　　　　　4.　EFFICIENCY OF THE EQUILIBRIUM ALLOCATION

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　Consider a situation wherein the mass of workers, 乙weakly exceeds /. Recall that

Proposition 4 says that there is an equilibrium outcome vector in which N( £) firms form

and adopt the same technology F T. My goal is to ascertain whether this equilibrium

allocation is associated with excessive or deficient entry by 丘rmS･

　An omnipotent social planner, with a desire to maximize the aggregate payo廿s of

workers and firms, would allow one firm to form and command allworkers to undertake

training at the socially optimal level. In this paper, I regard such ａ solution as infeasible･

Instead, I only invest the social planner with the abilityto regulate the amount of market

entry by firms. Given this formulation, the social planner faces ａtradeoff:ａ worker's

inefficiently 10ｗ effortin job-related training can be raised only through incurring the

fixed cost of added entry by firms･

　Some additional notation is now required. When Ｎ留 ｍs adopt the same technol-

ogy F e T, let e{N) denote the equilibrium effort level ０ｆａ worker and let V(N)

denote the aggregate payoffs of workers and firms.　Noticeけherefore, that e(N) ニ

arg maxg[ X{e) ×(1－五万(Ｘ))－Ｃ[○]while V(N) =L ×(Ｘ(衣 N))-C{e(Ny))-N ×α.

Proposition 5 shows that V'(N) evaluated at yＶ(£)ｍａybe positive, in which case equi-

librium entry by firms is likely to be inefficientlylow, or negative, in which case equi-

1."1.･ i 1 £･ I･/ T , 1ご.._ 22librium entry by firms is likeh to be excessive.

　22 Two observations are relevant here. First,by viewing ｙ asａnon-negative real number, the domain of

V(.) can be extended from Ｚ十tｏ肌十. This extension makes V'(N) well-defined. Second, why is the inter-

pretation of V'(N) evaluated atN( £) qualifiedby“likely”?Suppose V'(N) evaluated atN( £)iS positive.

This means that V(N( £)十〇> ViNiL)) for ６ thatis small enough. It does not necessarily follow that

ViNiL) + l) > ViNiL)).
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　Proposition ５.　Ｌｅt　11(Ｘ) be tｈｅｅｌａｓticitｙｏずｏｕtｐｕt fｒｏｍ ａ ｍａtch ｗith ｒｅｓｐｅｃttｏ

tｈｅｎｕｍｂｅｒ of　ｆｉｒｍｓ，Ｎ一 that iｓ．11(yV)≡[ dX{e{N))ＩｄＮ ]×[ Ｎ/Ｘ(e(N)) ]戸IfriiN)

ｅｖalｕａtｅｄａt l＼/(£) iｓ ｍｏｒｅ　tｈａｎone. V'(N)ｅｖalｕａtｅｄ ａt Ｎ(£) iｓｐｏｓitiｖｅ. If ｒ＼(N)

ｅｖalｕａtｅｄａt N(L)iｓ leｓｓ than h≡[Ｘ(ε(yＶ(口＋1))×£ (N( £)＋1)/(Ⅳ(口＋1)]÷

[X(e(N( £)))×£(yv(£)) ﾉＮ (１)]，Xバ(yv) ｅｖalｕａtｅｄａt Ｎ(£)μ肥即訥々.24

　Pｒｏｏｆ.　Given the expression for V(N),it is immediate that:

　　　　　　　　丿(Ⅳ)＝£×(ダ (e(N)) -び(ε(yＶ)))×／(Ⅳ)－α.　　　　　(9)

The first-order condition for ａ worker's equilibrium effort choiceげ(yV)ｊs as follows:

　　　　　　　　　　ダ (e(N)) -び(ε(yＶ))＝ダ (e(N)) ×£ (N). 　　　　　　　　(10)

Using equations (9) and (10), I obtain:

　　　　　　　　　　丿(Ⅳ)＝£×ダ(ε(yv))×£(Ⅳ)× e'{N) - a .　　　　　　(Ｈ)

Now, th ｅＮ (£川rms in the market must earn profits that are sufficient to cover the fixed

cost of market entry. Hence:

　　　　　　　　　　£X X(e(N)) X£(yＶ几Ｖ＝刄(£)≧Ⅳ(£))(‘ｌ.　　　　　　　(12)

Furthermore, free entry ensures that if (Ⅳ(£)＋1川rms enter the market, strictly positive

profits net of entry costs are not possible. Hence:

　　　　　　　　L X X(e(N))Ｘ Ｋ(Ｎ 川ｖ＝刄(£)＋1≦ (N(L)-＼- 1) xor.　　　　　(13)

Equation (11) and inequality (12) combine to yield:

丿(刄(句) ＞

－

£×£ (N( £))ＸＸ(衣Ⅳ(£)))

　　　　　　yＶ(£)
×[･7(yＶ(句)－11. (14)

Thus, V'(N) evaluated at N(L) is positive if り(Ⅳ(£)) exceeds 1. Similarly, equation

(11)and inequality (13) combine to yield:

ｙ(刄(口)≦[ Ｌｘ　Ｋ(yＶ(≒ﾀX X(e(N( £)))]
×[･i(N(L))-h ]. (15)

Thus, V'(N) evaluated at N(L) is negative iD7(Ⅳ(£))is less than /z.　　　　　　　。

　In ａ model where total output is unaffected by the number of firms in ａ market, the

social planner regards allmarket entry beyond the firstfirm as inefficient. Consequently,

free entry (almost) always resultsin excessive entry by firms. In my model, entry serves

a socially useful role: it enhances the surplus generated in every worker-firm match･

Since an entrepreneur contemplating entry does not internalize this positive externality,

　23 By viewing Ⅳａsａnon-negative real number, the domain of べ.) can be extended from Ｚ十tｏ附十.This

extension makes viN) well-defined.

　24 Notice thatＨs[gross profitper firm when there are (N(L) + 1) firms with technology F E7']÷[gross

profitper firniwhen there are NiL) firms with technology F E7']; assumption[Ａ.1]ensures that /zis less

than 1.
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there is the novel possibility of too littleentry in equilibrium. Specifically, Proposition

5 says that ifn(N{ £)) exceeds one, additional entry at the margin likely yields ａ net

social benefit―that is, the consequent increase in total output exceeds the fixed cost of

entry. The assumptions of my model are not sufficient to determine the magnitude of

り(yv(£)). Hence, the equilibrium allocation may be associated with excessive, deficient

or optimal entry by firms｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　5.　CONCLUSION

　In this paper, I study a situation wherein ａ good can be produced in different ways,

and l let ｒ ≡{1,..・, |r|} index the set of exogenously available technologies.　My

model highlights two-way linkages between the technology adoption decisions of en-

trepreneurs and the skillacquisition decisions of workers. The linkages that l emphasize

are as follows .　Fiｒｓt，when ａ worker's investment in skills corresponding to technology

t e T is subject to hold-up, the structure of the market―in particular, the number of

伍mS with technology t―determines the extent to which the acquired skills are trans-

ferable across firms. The number of type-? firms in the market therefore directly de-

termines ａ worker's bargaining power and indirectly affects the worker's investment in

type-? skills. Second, the technology adoption decision of an entrepreneur 皿ticipates

and responds to workers' behavior. Thus, for example, no entrepreneur forms ａtype-f

firm if workers are presumed to seek employment exclusively in type-/"firms and ac-

quire typ e-t skillsas ａresult.

　My model generates two interesting results. Fiｒｓt, despite the possibility of technol-

ogy dispersion in the model, l show that all entrepreneurs end up adopting the same

technology in equilibrium. This technology lock-in conclusion sheds light on an 0th-

erwise puzzling empirical question: べNhy do firms, principally in developing countries,

herd on an inefficient technology even though the adoption of an obviously superior and

available technology is advocated by policy experts！ Ｓｅｃｏｎｄべonsider the equilibrium

with only type-? firms in the market. The formation of ａ type-r firm ameliorates the

hold-up problem and enhances workers' incentives for skill acquisition. Since no en-

trepreneur contemplating entry internalizes this externality, market equilibrium may be

associated with excessive or deficient entry of type-r firms.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　6.　ＡＰＰＥＮＤＩχＡ

　The existence and uniqueness of the subgame perfect equilibrium of the bargaining

game are trivialto establish. Therefore, l only specify the equilibrium wage offers at

the various nodes of the bargaining game.

　Consider the following situation: the worker is matched with firm 几but is unaware

as yet of who is to make the wage offer.　In this circumstance, let V(k) denote the

　25 Note that my model complements that by Ｍａｎ]Idw and Whinston (1986). There, when 皿entrepreneur

enters ａ market, the sales volume of all existing firms is lowered. Since the entrepreneur does not internalize

this negative business stealing externality, excessive entry occurs in equilibrium.
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worker's expected continuation payoff in the unique subgame perfect equilibrium of the

bargaining game.

　Consider the case where the worker is matched with firm ＦＮｔ･With probability 1，

the worker makes the wage ｏ晩n Since firm 乃Ｖリcquiesces to all wage demands less

than or equal to the worker's output in that firmけhe worker extracts the full surplus

from the match―that is, Xt(e)/Nt. On the other hand, with probability 1，firｍ励ｊＳ

assigned the first-mover advantage. Since the worker's outside option is worth zero,

the wage offered by firm Ｆｎ.is also zero. Consequently, the following expression for

V(Nt) obtains:

V(Nt)
蜀(○

２×呪
(16)

FＯrん∈匡…，篤一往ｌ now derive an expression for ｙ(ん).Ｗｈｅｎthe worker makes

the wage demand to firm 几, the wage demanded equals her entire value to that firm －

that is,Ｘ心)×(1－(ん－1)/篤).Whenfirｍ几moves first,it offers the worker ａ wage

equal to the worker's outside option―that is, Ｕ(だ十Ｄ. Consequently, the following

expression for ｖ(だ) obtains:

ｙ(だ)
　１
＝Ξ×蜀(○× し

V(1)＝蜀(○×

ｊ

＋

１

－２
ｘｙ(ん＋1).

ｊ

(17)

(18)

ん－１

-
呪

Equations (16) and (17) are jointly employed to solve for 町1):

　
Ｉ

ぐ
、 1－2-呪

-

By construction, observe that V(l) is the expected payoff to the worker after ｄ-

fortどhas been expended in training.　Observe also that the bargaining game ends

instantaneously―that is, the worker and 血ｍ Fi reach an agreement. When the worker

moves first,the wage demanded is Xt (e); when firm Fi moves first,the wage offered is

V{2)=Xt{e) ×(1－2×(1－2‾Ｍ)/篤)．

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　7. Appendiχ Ｂ

　The proof of Proposition 4 proceeds in seven steps that are detailed below.

　＆印1:(i) W(N) is a strictlyincreasing function of Ｎ， (ii) M{N) is a strictly

increasing function of A^, and (iii)I < N十< oo.

　Ｐｒｏｏｆ.Parts (i) and (ii) follow directly from Proposition 3. Consider part (iii).[Ａ.2]

guarantees that Ⅳ十＞1. Now, notice that £(yＶ)－ｙ oasⅣやoo. Therefore,[Ａ.3]

ensures that as Ｎ　→ oo, W(N) approaches a ｎｕｎ!berexceeding 1.　Since Ｗ(.パs

strictlyincreasing, A^十is unique and finite.

　ＳtｅｐＩ: Ｌｅt(Ⅳに ..,NiT＼) e zf'. Then, Lt(N に‥ ，Nlｒl)＞O implies that (i)

篤≧yV十and (ii) Nt = max{Ni, …，N lｒl}.

　Ｐｒｏｏｆ.　Consider part (i). It follows from [Ｅ.2]that乙(yV1，… ，Nlｒl)＞O implies

W(Nt) ≧1. But, by definitionけhis means that 菌≧Ⅳ十. To prove part (ii),assume

the contrary. Thus, there exists バ≠Z such that Nt' >Ｎｔ. Since Ｗ Ｏ is ａ strictly
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increasing function, Ｗ(篤･) > W(Nt). With W(篤･) > W(Nt), observe that [Ｅ.3]

　　　　　－implies乙(yV1，… ，N lｒl)＝0,thereby violating the premise with which l began.

　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一　　Ｓtｅｐ３: Let (iVi,… , N＼T＼) be an equilibrium outcome vector. Then, (i) Nt > 0

　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　－implies that 呪≧yＶ十. Furthermore, (ii) Nt > 0 and 篤/＞O implies that ＮtニＮら

　Ｐｒｏｏｆ. To prove part (i), assume the contrary: O ＜瓦＜7V十. With Nt < N十, step 2

　　　　　　　　－　　－　　　　　－implies that 乙(yｖ1，…, N＼T＼) = 0. Since no worker seeks employment in ａ type-? firm,

　　－　　－　　－　　　　　－
n(Nt,Ｌt (A^i, ..., N＼T＼)) =0. But, this zero gross profit conclusion violates [E.4]. To

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　－prove part (ii), assume the contrary. S0， 1改Ｎｔ < Nt'. Once again, step 2 implies that

－　　－　　　　　一
乙(yｖ1，‥・，Ⅳlｒl)＝0.Witｈ no worker seeking employment in ａ type-r 丘rｍ，[Ｅ.4]is

violated.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　一　　＆印4: Consider a situation (乙7‾≒ X(.),C(.), α) with L < /. Then, the unique

equilibrium outcome vector is the trivial outcome･

　　Ｐｒｏｏｆ.　Suppose, to the contrary, that there exists ａ non-trivial equilibrium outcome

　　　　　　－　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－vector, (Ni, …, N＼T＼). Then, there exists r such that 篤≧yｖ十(see step 3). For each

type-/ firm to cover its fixed cost of entry, α, the mass of workers seeking employment

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　－with type一面rms must weakly exceed M(Nt) ×Nt. Furthermore, since M(. 丿S a strictly

increasing function, 訂(瓦)×瓦≧ MiN 勺ｘyv十≡/. Observe, now, that the mass of

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　－　　　　　－workers seeking employment in type-r firms, 乙(ｙ1，‥・，ｙlｒl)jS bounded above by １

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　－which, in turn, is strictly less than /. Hence, [Ｅ.4]cannot be satisfied by (yV1，…，Xlｒl).

　Before proceeding further,I provide an outline of the remainder of the proof. Here-

after,l consider a situation (L,r,x(.),c(.),α) with 1 ≧/. Steps 5 and 6 show that ぴ

there exists an equilibrium outcome vector other than the trivialoutcome, it must have

the following form: (1)A11 firms that enter the market do so with the same technology

(say, t e T), and (2) the number of firms that enter is determined by the two free entry

conditions,[Ｅ.4]ａｎｄ[E.5]. Step 7 shows that an outcome vector satisfying (Ｄ and (2)

is indeed an 印功 libriu脚outcome vector.

　Ｓtｅｐ５:　Consider a situation (L,T,X{.),C(.),a) with£≧/.Ｌｅt(y＼/1 ，‥。N lｒl)

be an equilibrium outcome vector that is not the trivialoutcome. Then, there is only one

technology (say, t e T) such that Ｍ'＞O. In other words, in ａnon-trivial equilibrium

outcome vector, all firms that enter the market choose the same technology, t.

　7)肥所　Given (Ni, …, Mr|),let A⊆ｒ index the technologies that are adopted by

firms entering the market (that is, Z e A if Nt > 0). Assume, contrary to the claim in

step 5, that l川≧2.

　Since the total mass of workers seeking employment is bounded above by 乙there

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　－　　　　　－exists Ｆ e A such that ≒(/V1，… ，N lｒl)≦£ /＼A＼. Furthermore, since[Ｅ.4]requires

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　－　　－　　　　　－each of the type-f firms to cover its fixed cost of entry, ｎ (Ni・ Ｌ? (yv1，…，Ⅳlｒl))≧(y･

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　－　　Because (Ni, …, A^iri) is an equilibrium outcome vector, step 3 says that Nt ニ

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ー　　　　　－ん,∀ t e A, whereだis an integer weakly exceedin ｇＮ 十. Now, relative to (ｙ1，‥･･ N＼T＼) ･

consider an additional entry of ａ type-f firm; following entry the outcome vector
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changes from (Ni ，‥。N lｒl)tｏ(Ⅳ1，‥.，7Vlｒl)ＩＦ Notice that in (Ni,...,N＼T＼)＼tAhe

number of type-f firms strictly exceeds yv十and strictly exceeds the number of firms of

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　－　　　　　－any other type. Hence, step 2 implies that LiiiNi, …，N lｒl)lf)＝£. In other words,

post entry all workers seek employment with type-f firms.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　Observe that the gross profit of the entrant is ｎ (所＋1ユ)＝[£ＸＸ(政所＋1))×

　　－　　　　　　一尺'(所＋1)]/(所＋1).Ｂｕt,Ｘ Ｏ is strictly increasing in effort and effort is, by Proposition

2, stri�y increasing in the number of type一f firms; so, Ｘ(衣硲＋1))＞Ｘ(ｅ(硲)).lt

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　－is also easy to show that 五万(所＋1)/(所＋1)＞jぐ(所)/(|刈× N:) (see the footnote

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　－　　　－for details).26 Therefore, ｎ(所＋1ユ)＞[(μ|Å|)ＸＸ(衣所))×£(所)] /Nj. But,

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　－　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－F is chosen such that句(yV1，… ，N lｒl)≦£/|貼Ｓｏ，ｎ(所＋1ユ)strictly exceeds

　－　　－　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　－　　　－　　　　　　－　　－　　－　　　　　－[≒(yv1，… ，N lｒl)ＸＸ(衣所))×£(所)]/所≡ｎ( Ni・Ｌ? (Ⅳ1，… ，N lｒl)).

　　　　　　　－　　　　　－　　Since (A^i,… ,N＼T＼) is　an　equilibrium　outcome　vector,[Ｅ.4]says　that

　　－　　－　　－　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－ｎ( ＮわLi (Ⅳ1，… ，N lｒl))－α≧0. But, this means that ｎ( 侑十1, L) ― or > 0, thereby

violating[E.5]. So, the premise with which the proof begins-|A|≧2-cannot be true

after all.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　＆印6:　Consider ａ situation (L,T,X(.),Ci.),a) with£　≧/.　Suppose

　－　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　－(Ni, ..., N＼T＼)is an equilibrium outcome vector with Nt ＞O. Then ，Ｎｆｉs fixed at

　－　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　－yv(£), wh eｒｅ　I＼/(£)is the largest integer satisfying 1 ≧yv(£)× M{N{L)).

　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　－　　Ｐｒｏｏｆ.lf Ｎｔｅxceeds N(L), the type-F firms, by construction, cannot cover the fixed

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　－cost of market entry, thereby violating [E.4]. I1 ＮｔI s less than N{ £), an additional

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－entry of ａ type-F firm is strictly profitableけhereby violating [E.5]. Summing up, 偕

　　　　　　　－must equal N( £).

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　　　　－　　　　－　　ＳtｅｐＩ: Consider a situation (L,T,X(.),C(.),a) with£≧/. Suppose Nj = N(L)

　　　－　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－　　　　　－and Nt = 0,∀Z≠F. Then, (yV1，…, N＼T＼)is an equilibrium outcome vector.

　7)肥所Giｖｅｎ(yV1，…，/Vlｒl)，it is trivialto pick {乙:Z

[Ｅ.1]－[Ｅ.6]aresatisfied.

一

一 し..,＼T＼} such that
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